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We extend the theory of quantum light memory in atomic ensemble of Λ type atoms with considering bcγ (lower 
levels coherence decay rate) and one and two-photon detunings from resonances in low intensity and adiabatic 
passage limit. We obtain that with considering these parameters, that there will be a considerable decay of probe 
pulse and stored information; also, we obtain that the group velocity of probe (light) pulse and its amplitude does 
not tend to zero by turning off the control field. We propose a method to keep the probe pulse in small values in 
turn off time of control field and to reduce the loss of the stored probe pulse. In addition, we obtain that in the Off-
resonance case there will be a considerable distortion of the output light pulse that causes in loss of the stored 
information, then we present limitations for detunings and therefore for bandwidths of practical lasers also 
limitations for maximum storage time to have negligible distortion of stored information. We finally present the 
numerical calculations and compare them with analytical results. 
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     1. Introduction 
 
   Atomic coherence and related phenomena such as 
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) and 
Slow Light have been studied extensively in recent 
years [1-10]. Many application are proposed to this 
phenomena such as nonlinear optics (SBS, FWM and 
etc.), Lasing without Inversion, Laser cooling and 
Sagnac Interferometer [11-14]. One of important and 
promising applications in this field is light storage 
and quantum light memory that is investigated by 
some research groups [15-26]. The most common 
mechanism in this application is that the light pulse is 
trapped and stored in atomic excitations in the EIT 
medium by turning off the control field and then it is 
released by turning on the control field. Most of these 
works do not present a clear and general theory to 
analyze the propagation and storage of light. In 
addition, most of the works in EIT and slow light 
treat the light classically that is not proper to extend 
to quantum memory in which quantum state of light 
is to be stored. The most general theory for quantum 
memory was developed by M. Fleischhauer, et. al. 
[16,17]. They consider the light, quantum 
mechanically and present an excellent theory to 
describe the case. However, their work is not general, 
from our point of view, in some cases. The most 
deficient aspect of their work is that they do not 
consider the decay rate of lower levels coherence and 
the detuning from resonances, which have important 
effects on the propagation and storage of light in the 
atomic media. It has caused their theory to be ideal 
and inexact. In this paper, we try to extend the theory, 
previously developed in Ref [16,17] to a more 
general and clear quantum mechanical theory for 
slow light and light storage in atomic ensemble with 
considering all decay rates and detunings and as the 
result, we reach to important properties about this 
type of quantum memory.  
   The organization of this paper is as follows. In 
section II, quantum mechanical model to describe 
slow light and light storage is presented. In this 
section after introducing the mathematical model, 
two subsections including low intensity limit and 
slow variations and adiabatic passage limit are 
discussed and a proposition to turning off the control 
field is given. The results and discussion is presented 
in section III. Also, in this section we have two 
subsections as resonance and off resonance 
conditions. Numerically simulated results are given 
in section IV. Finally, the paper is ended with a short 
conclusion. 
 
     2. Quantum mechanical model to 
          describe slow light and light storage 
 
   The atomic system that we consider is Λ type three 
level atoms, which is demonstrated in Fig. (1). The 
probe field couples the two 〉a|  and 〉b|  atomic 
levels to each other and the respected detuning is 
defined as pab νω − p∆+∆= . Also the control 
(coupling) field couples  the two 〉a|  and   〉c|   levels 
with  a    detuning    from    resonance   defined    as  
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∆=− cac νω , where µν are related to the probe and 
the control field carrier  frequencies and  αβω   are   
the    resonance    frequencies  of  corresponding  
levels. ∆ and p∆ are defined as one and two photon 
detuning respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. (1): Schematics of Λ type three level atoms 
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∧
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   In this relation ),(ˆ tzε  is the slowly varying 
annihilation operator (dimensionless field operator) 
that corresponds to the envelope of probe field. V is 
the quantization volume of the field that can be 
chosen equal to the volume of the memory cell. The 
atomic operator for the j-th atom is defined as 
||ˆ jjj βασ αβ 〉〈≡ .                                                   (2) 
   In this relation 〉jα|  and 〉jβ|  are the Heisenberg 
Picture base kets (States) for j-th atom. We can 
divide the memory cell to sections in which atomic 
operator does not change and every section is 
characterized by coordinate z. In this way, one can 
define the collective (continuum) atomic operators as 
[16,27] 
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where zN  is the number of atoms in the section z. For 
our purposes, it is easier to work with slowly varying 
collective atomic operators that are defined as 
)(),(ˆ),(~ˆ ctzcietztz −≡
αβω
αβαβ σσ                                (4) 
   With considering these operators the interaction 
Hamiltonian in interaction picture can be written as 
[28] 
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where ..aH refers to Hermitian adjoint of the 
integral, N is the total number of atoms in the 
memory cell, L is the length of the cell, and g is the 
vacuum Rabi frequency  given by 
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that is related to atom-field coupling strength in a 
given interaction system( ij℘
r
 is the electric dipole 
moment corresponding to the two levels i and j, and 
∈
r
 is the field polarization.). Ω  is defined as the Rabi 
frequency of control field that is given by  
h
rr
cac E.℘
=Ω , where cE
r
 is the amplitude of the 
control field. One can find equations of motion for 
the atomic and field operators by substituting the 
above Hamiltonian in the Heisenberg-Langevin 
equations [27-30] as 
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  The sign ( + ) on operators is the Dagger sign that 
correspond to Hermitian adjoint of the operators. αγ  
and αβγ are the population decay rate of level α  and 
the decay rate of coherence between levels α  and β  
respectively. Also, αFˆ , αβFˆ are δ  correlated Langevin 
noise operators that are caused by reservoir noise 
fluctuations (Vacuum Modes) [16,27,29]. In the 
above equations we have included the 
bcγ , ∆ , p∆ terms which are ignored in the main 
reference [16]. These parameters, as we will show, 
have considerable effects on the memory behavior. 
The present equations are a set of coupled differential 
equations and it is difficult to solve them. Therefore, 
we use some approximations to minimize these 
equations. 
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A.  Low intensity limit 
   For the first approximation, we assume low 
intensity approximation in which the probe field is 
very weak compared to the control field. With this 
approximation, one can consider εˆ as a perturbation 
in above equations and can reach to below relations 
in the first order of approximation [16,29]. 
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  The Eq. (7) can then be reduced to the following 
equations as 
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   For simplicity and clarity of equations and 
solutions, field-atomic operators are converted to 
Dark and Bright state operator equations. The Dark 
and Bright state operators are defined respectively as 
[16]  
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where ),(ˆ tzΨ  is named as the Polariton operator and 
is a superposition of field and atomic operators. As 
we will see, this operator defines the propagation and 
storage of Information in the medium. θ  is the 
control field strength parameter and is defined as  
Ω
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Ngθtan .                                                     (12) 
Other relations for θ  can be written as 
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   In the above equations, θ  is a function of time 
( )(tθ ). When the control field is strong enough, θ  
tends to zero and when the control field is weak or is 
turned off, θ  tends to 2
pi
. It can be verified that 
expressions for ),(ˆ tzε  and  ),(~ˆ tzbcσ , with respect for 
the Dark and Bright state operators  are as follows 
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  We now get back to Eq. (6) to derive a differential 
equation for Ψˆ and Φˆ . By substituting Eq. (10a) in 
Eq. (6) we obtain the following equation as 
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   By substituting Eq. (14) into the Eq. (15) and doing 
some mathematical manipulation, we obtain a 
differential equation in terms of Ψˆ  and Φˆ as  
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   In deriving the above equation, we have assumed 
Ω  to be real. In addition, the following assumption is 
made. 
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   This assumption is reasonable because in low 
intensity approximation, most of the population is in 
the ground state  〉b|  and therefore, velocity of 
control pulse is about the speed of light in vacuum. 
Substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (10b) and using Eq. (10a) 
yields to another equation For Ψˆ  and Φˆ . After doing 
some manipulation we obtain the following equation 
as 
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Eqs. (16),(18) are the two general equations to 
describe the propagation of  Ψˆ  and Φˆ  in low 
intensity limit. 
 
B. Slow variations and Adiabatic passage limit 
    In order to achieve more simple equations, we 
assume adiabatic passage limit, which means time 
variations are small, so that the system have enough 
time to set itself within Dark state. The conditions for 
adiabatic passage limit is discussed so far 
[5,16,31,32] and given as  
Ng
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where pL  is the length of input probe pulse in the 
medium and L is the total length of memory cell. rT  
is characteristic time corresponding to duration of 
turning on and off of the control field. g0v is the 
initial group velocity of probe pulse after entering the 
medium. Eq. (19a) corresponds to adiabatic 
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propagation of light pulse in the medium and it 
means that the bandwidth of input pulse must be 
small compared to the transparency window of 
medium. Eq(19b) corresponds to adiabatic rotation of 
θ  (turning on and off the control field) that is usually 
fulfilled in practical situations. In adiabatic limit, 
Langevin noise operators are negligible because they 
are δ  correlated [16]. In order to apply the adiabatic 
passage limit to propagation equations, an adiabatic 
parameter is defined as 
TNg
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where T is a characteristic time corresponding to the 
probe pulse duration and turn-off and turn on 
durations. We can imagine 
tT ∂
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t∂
∂
 by ( ∈Ng ) in Eq. (18). In the zeroth order of ∈  
( 0∈= ) that corresponds to adiabatic passage limit, 
we reach to a simple relation between Ψˆ  and Φˆ  as 
below 
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   From this equation, it can be inferred that when p∆  
or bcγ  is not equal to zero, there will be a population 
in the bright state ( 0ˆ ≠Φ ) that causes a decay of input 
pulse (information). It is notable that in previous 
work [16], they have obtained 0ˆ =Φ  in this limit that 
is because of ignoring p∆ and bcγ . As we will obtain, 
these parameters have considerable effects on the 
propagation and storage of the probe pulse. If we 
substitute Eq. (21) in Eq. (14) we get a relation for 
atomic and field operators as a function of Ψˆ  as 
below 
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  We see that if the behavior of  Ψˆ  is known, we can 
get easily the probe pulse behavior in any time. It can 
be inferred from Eq. (22b) that when we turn the 
control field off, the probe field does not tend to zero; 
instead, its amplitude may even be increase because 
of presence of θtan in Eq. (22b). This result shows 
that the corresponding result of Ref. [16] is not real 
(is an ideal result because of ignoring p∆ and bcγ .), 
where they have obtained zero value for the light 
field when control field is turned off.  
Proposition of reducing the control field intensity 
to small values instead of turning it to zero  
   One may consider that when the control field 
intensity is absolutely turned to zero, θtan  term and 
the expressions for εˆ,ˆΦ  (Eqs. (21,22b)) tend to 
infinity. The reason for this divergence in equations 
is that, when we turn the control field intensity to 
zero, the probe field increases and becomes 
comparable and even greater than the control field, 
causing the violation of the low intensity limit, which 
is assumed in deriving the above equations. 
Therefore, this divergence in equations occurs. The 
nonzero values for bright state ( Φˆ ) is not desirable, 
because it will cause an additional decay and loss of 
information (Ref.[2,16]), therefore, it is desired to 
avoid this phenomenon. It should be noted that this 
additional loss is not included and seen in our 
formulas, because we have used low intensity limit 
that is violated in this case. To avoid this 
phenomenon, we propose to reduce the control field 
intensity to small values instead of turning it to 
absolute zero. In this case θtan  term will not have 
very large values and the expressions for εˆ,ˆΦ  will 
remain finite and small. Therefore, we will get the 
desired reduction of probe pulse velocity to have long 
storage times; also, we will avoid the creation of 
considerable values for bright state and the low 
intensity limit will not be violated. Therefore, since 
now, when we state turning off the control field, we 
mean to reduce the density of control field to small 
values such that the above conditions are complied.          
   Because all of coefficients in Eq. (22) are only 
functions of time, if we obtain the propagation of Ψˆ , 
the same behavior will apply for the probe field and 
we can obtain it. Therefore, we define Ψˆ  as the 
information pulse, which can be totally the light field 
or totally the atomic excitation, according to the 
strength of control field.  Information pulse contains 
the whole of information that is stored. We substitute 
Eq. (21) into Eq. (16) to reach a differential equation 
for only Ψˆ  as below 
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   After some manipulation, we obtain relations for 0A  and 0B  as below 
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  As we will discuss later, 0A  term causes a loss and a 
phase shift of input pulse. 0B  term causes a 
modification of group velocity of information and 
light (probe) pulses. Therefore, when the control field 
is turned off (its intensity reduced to small values as 
stated in proposition of page 4), the group velocity of 
information pulse does not become zero. We have 
calculated this minimum velocity in the next section 
of the present paper. In addition, 0B  term causes a k-
dependent loss (amplification) which results in 
dispersion and distortion of the light pulse.  
   It should be considered that our presented method 
is quantum mechanical and Ψˆ  is an operator in the 
above equation; therefore, Eq. (23) governs the 
propagation of any quantum state of input probe 
pulse and can be used to study the storage of any 
quantum state in the memory. Therefore, the title 
“quantum memory” for this type of storage device is 
justified. To obtain the propagation of information 
pulse and therefore that of the light pulse in the 
medium, Eq. (23) that is a partial differential 
equation should be solved. To solve the present 
differential equation and to analyze further the 
propagation of light pulse, one may use Fourier 
Transformation (F.T.) method. It should be 
considered that 0A , 0B  and other coefficients in Eq. 
(23) are only functions of time, so that we can easily 
get Fourier transform of Eq. (23) with respect to z 
(space). In addition, one may consider that all 
coefficients are scalars and Fourier Transformation is 
just an integral transformation; therefore, we can 
extend the F.T. theory to the operators ( Ψˆ ) and get 
the F.T. of Eq. (23) with considering Ψˆ  as an 
operator.  We consider the Fourier transform of Ψˆ  as 
Ψ~ˆ that is also an operator. We can also verify that the 
differentiation and shifting property of F.T. and all 
other operations that we will use later is valid for 
operators. Therefore, our treatment will be quantum 
mechanical in the following analysis. Only when we 
use the numerical calculation to study the 
propagation and storage of light pulse, our treatment 
becomes classical. Fourier Transformation is defined 
as 
∫
+∞
∞−
−Ψ=Ψ dzetztk ikz),(ˆ
2
1),(~ˆ
pi
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In which Ψ~ˆ is the Fourier Transform of Ψˆ  in 
momentum space. By applying F.T. to Eq. (23), we 
obtain an ordinary differential equation as 
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This equation can be solved by a simple integration 
and the solution is 
θγ 20 sin)([exp[)0,(
~ˆ),(~ˆ bcp
t iktk +∆−Ψ=Ψ ∫     
                                   ])](cos 020 dtBikcA +++ θ .      (27)      
In which )0,(~ˆ kΨ  is the F.T. of input information 
pulse (Polariton) at 0=t  (Corresponding to input 
light pulse with Eqs. (22)). Integrating the above 
equation  
is difficult because θ  is usually a complicated 
function of time that corresponds to the profile of 
turning on and off the control field. Therefore, we use 
the numerical methods to obtain output field from a 
given input field. In numerical calculation we switch 
to scalar (classical) values, ε , Ψ and Φ  that are 
expectation values of  operators εˆ , Ψˆ , Φˆ  in the 
system. We calculate the scalar form of integral in 
Eq. (27), then get its Inverse Fourier Transform and 
then insert it in scalar counterpart of Eq. (22) to get 
),( tzε  in any time and location. 
  
3. Results and Discussion 
  Before presenting the numerical results, we return to 
Eq. (27) to do some more analytical analysis on it. 
Eq. (27) can be rewritten in the following form 
]v[exp[)0,(~ˆ),(~ˆ 210 g
t
ikkiktk +++−Ψ=Ψ ∫ αβα dt ]  
                                                                               (28) 
  We can calculate gv,,, 21 βαα , by inserting 
expressions for 00 , BA  into the Eq. (27). All of these 
coefficients are only functions of time. Eq. (28) is a 
valuable equation to understand the behavior of 
quantum memory and to predict the output light 
(probe pulse). We can now interpret every coefficient 
by considering Eq. (28). The 1α term determines the 
decay rate of the information pulse in every time and 
is the same for all k’s; therefore, it will not cause any 
dispersion or distortion of the information pulse and 
it will not cause the loss of information, but it only 
causes a decay of total pulse by the rate of )(1 tα . The 
β  term corresponds to a phase shift of total 
information pulse. The 2α  term is a k-dependent loss 
(Amplification) of information pulse that will cause 
to dispersion and distortion of information and light 
pulse, so that has the worst effect on storing 
information. 
gv is the velocity of information pulse in 
every time as we can infer it from the shifting 
property of F.T. 
Small detuning-High atomic density limit 
  If we restrict ourselves to small detuning and high 
atomic densities, we can get our equations simpler. 
Therefore, we assume below condition 
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  By considering the typical values for parameters in 
the above equation, one finds that the present 
condition is usually fulfilled. In this case the 
denominator in 0A  and 0B  terms (Eq. (24)) reduces 
to Ng 2 . We calculate the expressions for 
gv,,, 21 βαα in this limit by reduced 0A  and 0B  
terms and considering Eqs. (24,27,28) as below 
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  The recent expressions are valuable relations as we 
can determine the properties of propagation and 
storage of information pulse in the medium by using 
them. 
  
a) Resonance condition 
  We now simplify the above equations for the case of 
zero detuning ( 0=∆=∆ p ) and result are given as 
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02 =α ,                                                                 (31b) 
0=β ,                                                                   (31c) 
)sin(cosv 2
4
2
Ng
c babcg
θγγθ += .                             (31d)    
  Usually the second term in gv is small compared to 
the first term, unless the control field is off (its 
density is reduced to small value compared to its 
initial value), such that the first term tends to zero. 
From the above equation, we can infer that when we 
turn off the control field (θ  tends to 2pi and 
0cos →θ ), we have the minimum velocity for 
information pulse (light pulse) in resonance case as 
0v 2min ≠= Ng
c babcg
γγ
.                                             (32) 
   It is considerable that we get a non-vanishing 
velocity for information pulse and it is because there 
is a non-vanishing bcγ  in the system. Therefore, we 
infer that in quantum memory, which we are 
analyzing, storage does not mean in stoppage of light. 
The storage that takes place here, is only to reduce 
the speed of light that causes to trapping of light 
(information) for a long time in the memory cell. 
This procedure is of course different from trapping of 
light by setting the initial speed of light (when 
entering to the medium) to very small values 
(stationary slow light). The difference is that by 
turning off the control field and so that slowing down 
the speed of light when all of the probe pulse is inside 
the medium, we reduce the bandwidth of probe pulse. 
Therefore, its frequency components remain in the 
transparency window of EIT and therefore the pulse 
propagation remains adiabatic (the transparency 
window of EIT reduces by reducing the control field 
intensity.). The above equation can be regarded as a 
limit to the maximum storage time for a given length 
of the medium because the probe pulse will exit from 
the medium after a given time even when we have 
turned off the control field. The maximum storage 
time can be inferred from Eq.(32) and the length of 
the memory cell. 
From Eqs.(31b),(31c), it can be inferred that there is 
no distortion and dispersion or even no phase shift for 
the information pulse when propagating inside 
medium in resonance case. Therefore, information 
stored in the memory remains undisturbed and we 
can get the same information in the output with only 
an attenuation in its amplitude. Therefore, we can 
increase the storage time to values as high as the limit 
that is inferred from Eq.(32) as stated above. 
  We see a very good agreement between the Eq. (32) 
and the numerical results that will be presented later. 
In high atomic density limit, we have 
bcbaNg γγ〉〉2 (Eq.(29)); therefore, we can neglect the 
third term in 1α , so we get to an even simpler 
expression for 1α  as 
θθθγγγα 221 sin)tan( &×+= Ng
babc
bc .                          (33)  
 
Slow light conditions 
   If we set the initial speed of light pulse in the 
medium (when the control field is on) to be very 
smaller than the speed of light in vacuum, then θ  
will be very close to 2pi  all the time and we can 
assume θsin   equal to unity; therefore, Eq. (33) 
reduces to   
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θθγγγα &×+= tan21 Ng
babc
bc .                                     (34) 
   The recent equation is the damping rate of 
information pulse for all times. We see that for 0=θ&  
i.e. when the control field strength is constant, 
damping rate reduces to very simple relation 
bcγα =1 .                                                                 (35) 
  That is equal to the damping rate of lower levels 
coherence. One may verify that the result of Eq. (35) 
is identical to the results of numerical calculations. 
(Fig. (3,4)). For 0≠θ& , θ&  term portion to damping is 
small when control field has still a considerable 
value. i.e. when 1tan2 <<× θθ
γ &
Ng
ba . ( θtan  is not very 
large).     Theθ& term will cause an additional decay 
rate only when Ω is changing and is very small.  
Therefore, its effect is considerable in very small 
times during the turn on and turn off of the control 
field and we can neglect its effect with some 
approximation on the overall damping of information 
pulse. Therefore, we can use an approximate, but 
very simple relation for the output probe pulse when 
it is coming out of the memory cell after a storage 
time of 0T  as below 
0|)(|)( 0ˆˆ Tzz bcinout eTtt γεε −−= .                          (36) 
Also outz  and 0T  are related to each other by the 
equation below 
∫=− 00 v
T
ginout dtzz .                                             (37) 
  We see a good agreement between the results of 
numerical calculations (Fig. (3)) and the results 
obtained by Eq. (36) for damping of information 
pulse. Therefore, we can claim that approximation 
used for Eq. (36) is a proper approximation for usual 
cases. Of course, if we want to calculate the damping 
exactly, we may use the below equation to obtain the 
output field 
∫
−=
−
0
0 1|)(|)( 0ˆˆ
T
inout
dt
zz eTtt
αεε .                     (38) 
 In which 1α  is given by Eq. (34). 
   In addition, if we interested in calculating the 
output in a condition other than slow light condition 
i.e. for the case that our information pulse is 
propagating with a speed comparable to c  in the 
medium when the control field is on, we can use Eq. 
(33) for 1α  in Eq. (38) to calculate the overall 
damping. With considering the above results, we see 
that if we ignore bcγ  (that has the typical range of 
52 1010 − secrad )  in our relations (as it is done in 
previous work [16]), we reach to idealistic and 
inexact results about propagation and storage of light 
in the memory. 
 
b) Off- resonance condition 
  In the off-resonance case, βα ,2  becomes nonzero 
in general. β  corresponds to a phase shift of total 
information pulse and do not considerably affect on 
destroying of stored information. However, 
nonzero 2α , if it is considerable, will cause a k-
dependent loss (amplification) leading to distortion 
and dispersion (fast oscillations) of the light pulse (as 
it is also seen in numerical calculations). In quantum 
memory, we should minimize any distortion and 
dispersion because it destroys the stored information; 
therefore, we should try to reduce the value of 2α . 
We can see from Eq. (30b), that if p∆∆,  have 
different signs, they will reduce effects of each other 
and even they can be adjusted to yield 02 =α . 
However, this adjustment will cause an additional 
decay rate and increased minimum group velocity 
that is not desired.  In addition, we can set minv g  in 
Eq. (30d) to be zero by setting p∆∆,  to proper 
values, however it will cause a considerable value of 
2α  (regarding Eq. (30b)) that destroys completely 
the stored information. We also try to decrease 1α  
(the decay rate) compared to resonance case, by 
setting p∆∆,  in Eq. (30a). However, we see that 
every attempt to reduce 1α  causes in considerable 
value of 2α  and destroys the stored information. 
Therefore, we deduce that any detuning (in small 
detuning and high atomic density limit, Eq. (29)) is 
undesired in quantum memory and will result in 
distortion and loss of stored information. Therefore, 
we should try to set the system in resonance. In 
addition, we deduce that the system is much more 
sensitive to p∆  than ∆ (consider Eq. (30b)) and a 
small p∆  (comparable to
0
2
01.0
Tc
NLg
ba
p
γ
) will cause a 
complete loss of information. ( 0T  is the storage time 
and pL  is the length of pulse in the medium.) 
   We derive limitations to p∆∆,  in order to have 
acceptable (undistorted) output from Eq. (28,30b) as 
follows 
0
2
01.0
Tc
NLg
ba
p
p
piγ
<∆ ,                                          (39a) 
0
2
01.0
Tc
NLg
bc
p
piγ
<∆ .                                          (39b) 
   It should be considered that in our model, we have 
assumed a single carrier frequency for the probe and 
coupling fields that are idealistic and impractical. 
[This assumption is common (as it is assumed in 
previous works), because it causes an enormous 
simplification in analysis.] However, in practical 
situation, our lasers have a considerable bandwidth 
and we cannot reduce their bandwidths more than a 
specified range. We may consider the system of laser 
fields with finite bandwidths as a set of probe and 
coupling fields with different carrier frequencies 
applied to atomic system. This causes to presence and 
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action of various p∆∆, ’s on the system; therefore, 
there will be an undesired distortion and loss of 
stored information that cannot be eliminated. We 
deduce from Eq. (39) and the above discussion that 
our lasers should have narrow and very close to each 
other bandwidths, also, they should have center 
frequencies close to resonances, to have an  
acceptable efficiency for quantum storage of light. 
These conditions are given by  
0
2
00
01.0
|)()(|,||
Tc
NLg
BWBW
ba
p
cacpabpc
piγ
νωνω
<
−−−−
        (40a)                                                         
0
2
,
01.0
Tc
NLg
BW
bc
p
pc piγ
< .                                      (40b) 
   In the recent conditions, µBW , µν0  are the 
bandwidth and the center frequencies of the 
corresponding lasers. Eq.(40) may also be considered 
as a limit to maximum storage time of information in 
the memory. We can infer from Eq.(40) that for a 
given set of practical lasers with finite bandwidths we 
can not increase the storage time upper than a 
maximum value with undisturbed output. Therefore, 
we have set two limits to the maximum storage time 
of practical quantum memory as given by Eq.(32) 
and Eq.(40). 
 
     4. Numerical Calculations 
  We have calculated the scalar counterpart of integral 
in Eq. (27) and other procedure numerically to obtain 
the Information Pulse and light (probe) pulse in any 
time and space. We use the typically reported values 
for the parameters in this numerical calculation [7-
9,24-26]. 
  We set the parameters as follow. mmL 5= (Length of 
the memory cell); mD µ200=  (Diameter of the Cell), 
(the volume of the cell is derived from these two 
parameters); 2829 1010 −− −≈℘≈℘ baca  C.m (Electric 
dipole of corresponding levels);  piν 2105 14 ××= Hzp  
(Probe field frequency); sec/106 radg = (Vacuum 
Rabi frequency); atomsN 810=  (Number of atoms in 
the cell corresponding to the atomic density of 
31210 −cm
 ). In the following calculations, we use the 
input information pulse as 
2
3 )(102.0)0,( −
−
×==Ψ
z
etz                                 (41) 
That corresponds to the probe field intensity of 
23 /103.5 mWI p −×≅ . In addition, we use a profile 
to turn off and turn on the control field as follows: 
))t-(ttanh(100.5-1{105cot[ 15-4 ××××= Arcθ  
                                ]10))}t-(ttanh(100.5+ -525 +××   
                                                                               (42) 
The parameters 21 t,t  are the turn off and turn on 
times that we set to be sec1030t -61 ×= , 
-6
2 10125t ×=  sec. Indeed, this profile does not turn 
absolutely the control field intensity to zero, instead it 
reduces the control field intensity to a small value 
( sec/105 rad=Ω ). When we state the turning off 
of the control field, we mean to reduce its intensity to 
a very small value compared to its initial value (on 
time intensity) as stated in proposition of page 4.   
Therefore, the divergence of Eqs. (21,22b) will not 
occur and the bright state and the corresponding 
decay and loss will always have negligible values; 
also, the low intensity limit will not be violated and 
our formulas will still be valid. This small value for 
control field intensity in the off times, will cause a 
small increase in the group velocity of the probe 
pulse (0.03 m/sec), that is negligible compared to 
gminv .      
 We have shown the Ω,θ  in the Fig. (2) as a function 
of time as given by above equation. We have set by 
the above equation the Rabi frequency of control 
field (Control field strength) in the “on time” to be 
about 6105 ×=Ω c rad/sec (Its intensity is set to 
about 23 /105.132 mWI c −×≅ ). It results in the initial 
velocity of light in the medium equal to about 
(75+ gminv ) m/sec (Slow initial velocity). As one 
may infer θ  is very close to 2pi  even when the 
control field is on. In this case, the dominant part of 
information pulse is the atomic excitations in all 
times. Setting the initial velocity of light pulse to be 
small is reasonable (from practical viewpoint) to trap 
the light (as it is done in experimental works [24,25]). 
If we set the initial velocity of light near speed of 
light in vacuum, it would escape the medium before 
the control field is turned off and its control would be 
difficult. We have also plotted the velocity of 
Information pulse for resonance case in Fig.(2,c,d) 
for different parameters using Eq. (31d). One should 
remember that all of the following simulation is done 
by using the parameters and )(tθ  and )0,( =Ψ tz  
profiles given above. 
 
a)Resonance case 
   Fig.(3,a-d) shows the numerical results of 
information pulse propagation and storage for time 
steps of 15 µ sec and given values of parameters. 
Fig.(3,e,f) shows the peak value of information pulse 
versus time for given values of parameters. One may 
verify that the results in Eqs. (35,36) for damping of 
information pulse are identical to the numerical 
results. Fig. (4) shows the information pulse in 
storage region where the control field is off (storage 
region in Fig (3)). One may easily verify the 
minimum group velocity from Eq. (32)   (that  yields 
a: sec/3vgmin m= , b: sec/3.0vgmin m= , 
c: sec/30vgmin m= , d: sec/3vgmin m= )  and   the  
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Fig. 2.  a) 
2
pi
θ
 as a function of time.  b) Rabi frequency of control 
field as a function of time. c) Group velocity of information pulse 
for 810=baγ , 410=bcγ ( secrad ), 0, =∆∆ p . d) Group 
velocity of information pulse for 910=baγ , 410=bcγ  
( secrad ), 0, =∆∆ p . (c and d are plotted using Eq. (31d)).   
 
 
 
 
 Fig.3.  Information pulse propagation for time steps of sec15 µ  
from 0=t  to sec180µ=t , with )(tθ (turn on and off) profile 
given by Eq.(42) .a) 810=baγ , 410=bcγ  ( secrad ). 
b) 810=baγ , 310=bcγ ( secrad ). c) 910=baγ , 410=bcγ  
( secrad ) (From 0=t  to sec120µ=t ) d) 910=baγ  
, 310=bcγ ( secrad ).  e) Peak (maximum) of information pulse 
versus time for 810=baγ , 410=bcγ  ( secrad ).  f) Peak 
(maximum) of information pulse versus time for 
810=baγ , 310=bcγ ( secrad ).  ( 0, =∆∆ p ). 
 
damping rate from Eq. (35) are identical to numerical 
results. (Remember that gminv  depends on bcγ and 
baγ , however damping rate depends only on  bcγ  
with respect to Eqs. (32,35)). We see that reducing 
the control field intensity to small values instead of 
turning it to absolute zero according to Eq.(42), have 
no considerable effect on the group velocity of 
information pulse, compared to the absolute turn off. 
As it was stated, it increases the group velocity by 
0.03 m/sec that is negligible compared to gminv . We 
can see the differences between the results of the 
previous works [16] and our results. In the previous 
works, there is no decay for the information pulse 
(Polariton) in adiabatic passage limit and the 
information pulse is slowed down to stop when 
control field is off.  
 
 
Fig. 4.  Information pulse for time steps of sec15 µ in the 
storage region where the control field is off (from sec30µ=t to 
sec120µ=t ) with )(tθ (turn on and off) profile given by 
Eq.(42) a) 810=baγ , 410=bcγ ( secrad ). b) 810=baγ  
., 310=bcγ ( secrad ).   c)
910=baγ , 410=bcγ  ( secrad ).  
 d) 910=baγ  , 310=bcγ  ( secrad ).  ( 0, =∆∆ p ). 
  
   Fig.5 shows the bright state pulse for the time steps 
of 15 secµ . As it is shown, the bright state grows to 
high values when the control field is off. It is because 
of presence of θtan  in the Eq.(21). Because the 
bright state in off time of control field is very higher 
than that in other times, in Fig.(b),(d) bright state for 
other times are very small that can not be seen. We 
show initial bright state at 0=t  and output bright 
state at sec165µ=t  for 810=baγ , 410=bcγ secrad , 
in  Fig.(5-a,c)  to compare it with bright state at other 
times. (Pay attention to the scaling in figures). We 
see that reducing the control field intensity to small 
values instead of turning it to absolute zero, have 
caused the bright state to remain finite and very 
smaller than the dark state )(Ψ  in off times; 
therefore, we deduce that our proposition is efficient 
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to eliminate the divergence of equations and 
additional losses. It may be considered that in 
previous works [16], the bright state is always zero 
valued in the adiabatic passage limit and their 
formulation do not show any increase in bright state, 
in off times of control field that is because of 
ignoring bcγ in their formulation.  
 
 
Fig.5.  a) Initial bright state for input pulse and 810=baγ , 
410=bcγ  ( secrad ). b) Bright state for time steps of sec15µ  
for 810=baγ , 410=bcγ  ( secrad ). c) Output Bright state at time 
sec165µ=t  and for 810=baγ , 410=bcγ  ( secrad ). d) 
Bright state for time steps of sec15µ  and for 810=baγ , 
310=bcγ ( secrad ).  ( 0, =∆∆ p  and with )(tθ (turn on and 
off) profile given by Eq.(42)). 
       
    Fig.6 shows the propagation of light (probe) pulse 
( )(zε ) for the time steps of 15 secµ . We see that 
the velocity for the probe pulse is identical to the 
velocity of information pulse and the information is 
turned back to the probe field as it was at the initial 
time ( 0=t ), when we turn on the control field again. 
We see that when the control field is turned off (with 
the profile of )(tθ given by Eq.(42)), the probe field 
does not tend to zero. As we see from the figure, the 
peak of the light pulse remains finite in the range of 
410−≈ε  in off times of the control field. This value 
corresponds to the Rabi frequency of light field about  
sec/102 radp ≈Ω  that is very smaller than 
cΩ in off times ( 510 ); therefore, we see that the low 
intensity limit remains valid in this case. This is 
because of using the profile of )(tθ as given by Eq. 
(42), that reduces the control field intensity to small 
value instead of turning it to absolute value. There is 
an appear difference between the present results and 
the results of Ref.[16] in which the probe field tends 
to zero and is completely converted to atomic 
excitation when the control field is turned off. This 
difference is because of ignoring bcγ in their 
formulation that has made their approach ideal and 
inexact.  
   Fig.7 shows the atomic excitation ( bcσ  ) for 
various times. We see that it only decays by the rate 
of 1α  and when we turn off the control field, there is 
no considerable variation (In contrast with results of 
[16]). This difference is not fundamental and is 
because we have set the initial velocity of the light 
pulse in a very small value (as it is done in practical 
reports [24,25]) and dominant part of the information 
pulse in the medium is atomic excitation since it 
enters the medium.  
 
 
 Fig.6  a) light pulse ( )(zε ) for time steps of sec15µ  for 
810=baγ , 410=bcγ  ( secrad ).  b) light pulse for time steps of 
sec15µ  and for 810=baγ , 310=bcγ  ( secrad ). 
( 0, =∆∆ p and with )(tθ (turn on and off) profile given by 
Eq.(42)). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.7. bcσ  (atomic excitation) propagation for time steps of 
sec15 µ  from 0=t to sec180µ=t  with )(tθ (turn on 
and off) profile given by Eq.(42). a) 810=baγ , 410=bcγ  
( secrad ). b) 810=baγ , 310=bcγ  ( secrad ).  
c) 910=baγ , 410=bcγ ( secrad ) (From 0=t to sec120µ=t ).   
d) 910=baγ  , 310=bcγ  ( secrad ).  ( 0, =∆∆ p ). 
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b) Off-resonance case 
   Fig. (8,9) shows the input information pulse and 
output information pulse at the time sec165µ=t  for 
various p∆∆, ’s. We can now examine the limitation 
in Eq. (39) to be correct. If we substitute the 
parameters of simulation for Fig. (8,9) into the Eq. 
(39), we reach to the limits of sec/102 2 radp ×=∆  
and sec/102 6 rad×=∆  for detunings. We see that 
when the condition in Eq. (39a) or Eq. (39b) is 
violated, the output information pulse bears fast 
oscillations and gets destroyed that causes the loss of 
total information (Part c and e in fig. (8,9)). As stated 
before, this is because we have a k-dependent loss 
(amplification) in the Eq. (28). With the values used 
in calculations, we see that any attempt to 
reduce 1gmin. ,v α in Eq. (30) with setting p∆∆, , will 
cause a complete loss of information. In the recent 
figures, we show both the real and imaginary parts of 
the information pulse. We see that in the off 
resonance case, the imaginary part of the output 
information pulse becomes nonzero that is caused by 
nonzero β . This effect causes a phase shift in the 
output light pulse. It should be noted that this phase 
shift depends on the values of detunings and the 
storage time.   
  From Fig. (8,9), it can be inferred that if our 
practical lasers are not well adjusted and do not have 
very narrow bandwidths, we will not be able to have 
any storage of information. We find that Eq.(40) sets 
a very small and strict limit for the Bandwidth and 
center frequency of lasers and these values are 
difficult to achieve by conventional lasers and optical 
devices, therefore for practical conditions the 
maximum storage time is very small. 
  We here refer to Ref. [17]. In that paper, they have 
set a limit to Two-photon detuning p∆ (that is 
referred as δ  there (Eq. (23)). Their limitation is far 
larger than the limit that we have obtained in Eq. (39) 
and is not the effective limit because they do not 
consider bcγ ; also, they apply the two photon 
detuning as a perturbation and derive the limitation in 
the first order of this perturbation. 
 
     V) Conclusion 
    In this paper we further developed the quantum 
mechanical theory for quantum light memory in the 
Low intensity limit and adiabatic passage limit, 
primarily developed by Ref.[16]. We entered the 
parameters pbc ∆∆,,γ  into the formulations. We 
obtained and explained their effects in a clear form. 
We analyzed the propagation and storage of the light 
pulse in the resonance case and obtained the decay 
rate and the minimum group velocity in this case. In 
addition, we reached to a non-vanishing light field 
when the control field is turned off in storage process 
and we proposed  to reduce the control field intensity 
instead  o f   turning  it  to    absolute  zero  to  avoid 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8. Real and Imaginary parts of the information pulse a) Input 
information pulse (at the time 0=t ).  b) Output information 
pulse (at sec165µ=t ) for 6102 ×=∆ ( secrad ).   c) Output 
information pulse (at sec165µ=t )  for 6105 ×=∆ ( secrad ). 
e) Enlarged peak of real part of information pulse in part c of 
figure (shows the fast oscillations in output).   
( )(10,10,0 sec48 radbcbap ===∆ γγ ,with )(tθ (turn on and off) 
profile given by Eq.(42)). 
 
 
additional losses caused by large values for bright 
state. We then analyzed the off-resonance case and 
reached to the result that off- resonance case (In 
Small detuning and High atomic density limit) has no 
advantage and can destroy completely the output 
(stored) information. We obtained limitations for 
maximum value of detunings and therefore, 
limitations for bandwidths and center frequencies of 
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practical lasers used, in order to maintain the stored 
information from distortion. In addition, we set 
limitations for maximum storage time of practical 
quantum memory. We then presented the related 
numerical results to verify the analytical results and 
limits.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.9. Real and Imaginary parts of the information pulse a) Input 
information pulse (at the time 0=t ). b) Output information 
pulse (at sec165µ=t ) for 2102 ×=∆ p ( secrad ). c) Output 
information pulse (at sec165µ=t ) for 2105 ×=∆ p  
( secrad ).  ( )(10,10,0 sec48 radbcba ===∆ γγ , with )(tθ (turn 
on and off) profile given by Eq.(42)).       
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